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The chromatic transition (from blue to red or vice versa) of
polydiacetylenes (PDs) has been studied widely for many years.1

The transition can be induced thermally, optically, mechanically,
and chemically and is therefore expected to open a new application
field, including optoelectronics and biosensors.2 The structural
analyses by Raman spectroscopy,3 NMR,4 and X-ray diffraction5

revealed that the strength of C-C, CdC, and CtC bonds in the
PD chains, the conformation of methylenes in the side groups, and
the effective conjugation length change upon transition. We have
tried to obtain the minute picture of such a phenomenon in an
extrathin (0.4 nm) PD monolayer by scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM), which has become a powerful tool for observing the real
space images of organic molecules in various monolayers.6 We
demonstrate here that variable-temperature STM under ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) enables us to observe two interconvertible phases
of PD in a monolayer of sashlike polymeratomic sash(AS) on a
graphite (0001) surface.

We reported electron spectroscopic studies on AS monolayers
prepared by the photopolymerization of 17,19-hexatriacontadiyne
(HTDY) molecules laid flat and packed closely on graphite.7,8 The
internal structure of AS and the column or lamella structures in
the monomer monolayer deduced from the van der Waals packing
of HTDY and the polymerization conditions7,8 were confirmed by
STM in the air.9 On the other hand, a different structural model
was proposed for PD monolayers prepared by the light- and tip-
induced polymerization of diacetylene derivatives at air/solid
interfaces.10-12 In this study, we have obtained a clue to the origin
of the discrepancy.

Film preparation and STM observation were carried out with a
UHV apparatus reported previously.13 A piece of highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) cleaved in the air was degassed at 650
K under UHV for 24 h. HTDY was deposited onto the graphite
(0001) surface at room temperature (rt) to obtain a uniform
monolayer of column structure with flat-on orientation.13 The
molecules were polymerized by UV irradiation from a deuterium
lamp at 220 K or at rt.7,8

Figure 1 shows STM images for successive stages during the
monolayer polymerization of HTDY and the phase transition of
AS. In the image of an unirradiated HTDY monolayer (a), we can
observe an array of bright lines; the 5 nm spacing corresponds to
the width of each column of flat-on molecules (see the inset), and
the bright lines can be related to the diacetylene moiety of HTDY
around which the LUMO is distributed.9,13By UV irradiation, lines
with high contrast appear and the number increases with time (b
and c). These lines are ascribable to AS-I with raised PD chains
(see Figure 2c and discussion below). After almost all low-contrast

lines due to diacetylene columns change to high-contrast lines and
the monolayer is maintained at rt or irradiated further (or else an
HTDY monolayer is irradiated for shorter time at rt from the
beginning), parts of them lose contrast (d). The pale regions are
attributed to AS-II with a planar structure7-9 (see Figure 2d). Finally,
remaining sashes I are transformed into sashes II, and features due
to the array of PD chains are missing (Figure 1e). After an AS-II
monolayer such as the film in Figure 1e is maintained at 80 K
over 3 days, sashes II are transformed back into sashes I (f),
although the PD chains seem broken in places.

A small-scale STM image of an AS-I monolayer, corresponding
to the large-scale image in Figure 1c, is shown in Figure 2a. The
PD chains exhibit high contrast as wide as 1 nm, suggesting that
MOs responsible for the image have a large electron distribution
at the R-methylene units also. The alkyl chains are arranged
perpendicularly to the PD chains. The structural model in Figure
2c is constructed so that the high contrast for the middle of the
sashes reflects the geometrical height. As shown in the cross section,
the PD chains are raised by rotated methylenes at theâ- and
γ-carbon atoms of the alkyl chains in both sides. The structure is
in accordance with the model by Okawa et al.11 We point out here
that it represents a structural feature characteristic of the low-
temperature phase (LP) of bulk PD having methylenes directly
combined to the PD chain:3,4 the â-γ-methylenes are in gauche
conformation. Furthermore, it is the LP that is obtained first from
the diacetylene monomer in general.1-5 Miura et al. also reported
that PD chains maintained at positions higher than the alkyl chains
are formed by the polymerization of the monolayer of diacetylene
derivatives containing alkyl chains.12 The effective conjugation
length seems to be considerably large (more than 250 nm or ca.
500 repeat units) for AS-I in Figure 1c, which is also consistent
with the characteristic of the LP of most PDs.1-5 Thus, we conclude
that Figure 2a exhibits AS-I in the LP. Though the resolution for
the rest of the alkyl chains is not perfect and every two methylene
units are seen combined, the direction of the pairs is not perpen-
dicular to that of the alkyl chains, in line with the flat-on orientation
of the alkyl chains except atR- andâ-positions14,16(see Supporting
Information for the conformation at theR-â-methylenes and the
alkyl chain direction).

A small-scale STM image for an AS-II monolayer such as the
film in Figure 1e is shown in Figure 2b. The PD chains are rather
darker than other parts in contrast to the bright diacetylene columns
of the HTDY monolayer in Figure 1a, which cannot be explained
by the simple ionization potential (or electron affinity) model14,15

because the energy of the HOMO (or LUMO) is raised (or lowered)
upon polymerization. It may be due to different tunneling mech-
anism for the semiconducting polymer. Fine structures in this image
represent the positions of the hydrogen atoms of methylenes as in
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the cases ofn-alkane monolayers.14,16 The direction of the alkyl
chains is inclined about 75° against the PD chains. This image
essentially agrees with that obtained in the air and our structural
model shown in Figure 2d.7-9 The alkyl chains are laid flat in all-
trans conformation. Since the all-trans conformation and the short
conjugation length displayed in Figure 2b17 are structural features
of the high-temperature phase (HP) of bulk PD,1-5 AS-II can be
regarded as being in the HP. It is also noteworthy that the HP-AS
is obtained not by polymerization in the HTDY monolayer directly
but by transition from the LP-AS, analogous to the polymerization
process of most bulk PDs.1-5 In addition, the shortened HP-AS in
Figure 1e or 2b can be changed to the LP-AS as in Figure 1f by
cooling.

In summary, the monolayer of the sashlike PD atomic sash on
graphite (0001) exhibits two interconvertible phases, in which the
conformation is different around the crossing points of the alkyl
and PD chains, and hence the contrast of the STM image is different
in the middle of the sashes. The conjugation length changes upon
the transition.

Supporting Information Available: Magnified STM images of
Figures 1d, 2a, and 2b with structural models (pdf). This material is
available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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Figure 1. Large-scale STM images (200× 200 nm2) for successive stages
during the monolayer polymerization of HTDY and the phase transition of
AS. (a) Unirradiated HTDY monolayer prepared by vapor deposition on
graphite (0001) at room temperature (rt); observed at rt with sample bias
voltageV ) 2.00 V and tunneling currentI ) 80 pA. (b and c) Partially
polymerized monolayer after irradiating an HTDY monolayer with UV light
at 220 K for 1 h (b) and 10 h (c); observed at 200 K,V ) 1.00 V, I ) 70
pA (b) and at 140 K,V ) -2.00 V, I ) 80 pA (c). High-contrast lines
correspond to AS-I in the low-temperature phase (LP). (d) Polymer
monolayer comprising AS-II in the high-temperature phase (HP) (pale
regions) as well as AS-I, obtained by irradiating an HTDY monolayer at rt
for 3 h; observed at rt,V ) -1.00 V, I ) 15 pA. Black regions represent
polymers in intermediate states between AS-I and AS-II (see Supporting
Information). (e) AS-II monolayer obtained by maintaining a film (d) at rt
for 15 h; observed at rt,V ) -1.00 V, I ) 20 pA. (f) AS-I monolayer
obtained by cooling an AS-II monolayer such as the film in e at 80 K over
3 days; observed at 80 K,V ) -2.20 V, I ) 80 pA.

Figure 2. Small-scale STM images (7.5× 7.5 nm2) of an AS-I monolayer
in the LP at 130 K (V ) 2.00 V, I ) 80 pA) (a) and an AS-II monolayer
in the HP at 150 K (V ) 2.00 V, I ) 130 pA) (b) together with the
corresponding structural models (c and d).
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